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(57) Provided is a portable electronic device includ-
ing an information acquisition unit configured to acquire
information from a roadside device, a storage, and a con-
troller configured to acquire position information of the
roadside device based on the information acquired by
the information acquisition unit, and cause the storage
to store the acquired position information as position in-
formation of the portable electronic device at a time of
acquiring the information.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims priority under 35
U.S.C. § 119 to Japanese Patent Application No.
2016-103686, filed on May 24, 2016. The content of
which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to a portable
electronic device, a method of controlling the portable
electronic device, and a control program for the portable
electronic device.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] There is known a technique for confirming the
location of an elderly person or the like by using a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver included in a portable
electronic device.

SUMMARY

[0004] A portable electronic device, a method of con-
trolling the portable electronic device, and a control pro-
gram for the portable electronic device are disclosed. In
one embodiment, a portable electronic device including
an information acquisition unit configured to acquire in-
formation from a roadside device, a storage, and a con-
troller configured to acquire position information of the
roadside device based on the information acquired by
the information acquisition unit, and cause the storage
to store the acquired position information of the road side
device as position information of the portable electronic
device at a time of acquiring the information.
[0005] In another embodiment, a control method of a
portable electronic device is a method of controlling a
portable electronic device for controlling the portable
electronic device including a storage, the method includ-
ing the steps of acquiring information from a roadside
device, acquiring position information of the roadside de-
vice based on the acquired information, and causing the
storage to store the acquired position information of the
road side device as position information of the portable
electronic device at a time of acquiring the information.
[0006] In yet another embodiment, a control program
for portable electronic device the program controlling the
portable electronic device including a storage to execute
the steps of acquiring information from a roadside device,
acquiring position information of the roadside device
based on the acquired information, and causing the stor-
age to store the acquired position information of the road
side device as position information of the portable elec-
tronic device at a time of acquiring the information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram showing a
schematic configuration of a control system includ-
ing a smartphone according to an embodiment.
Figure 2 illustrates a block diagram of a roadside
device included in the control system.
Figure 3 illustrates a perspective view of the smart-
phone according to an embodiment.
Figure 4 illustrates a front view of the smartphone
according to an embodiment.
Figure 5 illustrates a rear view of the smartphone
according to an embodiment.
Figure 6 illustrates a block diagram of the smart-
phone according to an embodiment.
Figure 7 illustrates a flowchart showing an example
of control performed by the smartphone according
to an embodiment.
Figure 8 illustrates a schematic diagram showing an
example of display of the smartphone according to
an embodiment.
Figure 9 illustrates a schematic diagram showing an
example of display of the smartphone according to
an embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT(S)

[0008] Embodiments will be described in detail with ref-
erence to the drawings. In the following, smartphones
will be described as examples of portable electronic de-
vices.
[0009] With reference to Figure 1, the overall configu-
ration of a control system 100 including a smartphone 1
as a portable electronic device according to an embodi-
ment will be described. The control system 100 includes
a roadside device 110 and a smartphone 1. Although
Figure 1 shows six roadside devices 110 and one smart-
phone 1, the control system 100 may include one or more
roadside devices 110 and one or more smartphones 1,
and the numbers of the devices and the smartphones
are not limited.
[0010] In Figure 1, two roads intersect at an intersec-
tion having a traffic signal. A crosswalk is located at the
intersection.
[0011] With reference to Figure 1, the overall configu-
ration of the roadside device 100 will be described. The
roadside device 110 wirelessly outputs identification in-
formation of the self-device. The identification informa-
tion of the self-device is information for identifying each
roadside device 110, for example, information indicating
an identification number. The roadside device 110 may
wirelessly output road information including, for example,
signal information, congestion information, and regula-
tion information, along with the identification information
of the self-device. The roadside device 110 includes a
communication unit 111, a storage 112, and a controller
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113.
[0012] The communication unit 111 communicates by
radio. The communication unit 111 supports a wireless
communication standard including Worldwide Interoper-
ability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), IEEE 802.11 (in-
cluding a, b, n, p), Bluetooth (registered trademark), In-
frared Data Association (IrDA), Near Field Communica-
tion (NFC), and so forth. The communication unit 111
may also support a cellular phone communication stand-
ard such as 2G (generation), 3G (generation), and 4G
(generation) including Long Term Evolution (LTE), Wide-
band Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA),
CDMA2000, Personal Digital Cellular (PDC), Global Sys-
tem for Mobile Communications (GSM) (registered trade-
mark), Personal Handy-phone System (PHS), and so
forth. The communication unit 111 supports one or more
of the communication standards described above. The
communication unit 111 may support wired communica-
tion such as Ethernet (registered trademark), fiber chan-
nel, and so forth, for example.
[0013] The communication unit 111 communicates
with other roadside devices 110 and traffic lights. The
communication unit 111 communicates with a commu-
nication device within a predetermined distance by short-
range wireless communication, for example, a commu-
nication device mounted on a vehicle and the smart-
phone 1, and transmits and receives data. In one em-
bodiment, the communication unit 111 communicates
with the smartphone 1, and transmits and receives data
including the identification information of the roadside de-
vice 110 and the road information.
[0014] The storage 112 stores programs and data. The
storage 112 is also used as a work area for temporarily
storing the processing result of the controller 113. The
storage 112 may include any non-transitory storage me-
dium such as a semiconductor storage medium and a
magnetic storage medium. The non-transitory storage
medium includes, for example, an optical disk such as
CD (registered trademark), DVD (registered trademark),
Blu-ray (registered trademark), a magneto optical disk,
a magnetic storage medium, a memory card, a solid state
storage medium, but it is not limited thereto. The storage
112 may include a plurality of types of storage media.
The storage 112 may include a combination of a portable
storage medium such as a memory card, an optical disk,
or a magneto-optical disk and a reading device of a stor-
age medium. The storage 112 may include a storage
device used as a temporary storage area such as a Ran-
dom Access Memory (RAM).
[0015] The program to be stored in the storage 112
includes a program that establishes communication be-
tween the communication device within a predetermined
distance from the roadside device 110 and the commu-
nication unit 111 and controls transmission and reception
of data. The data to be stored in the storage 112 includes,
for example, data to be transmitted to another commu-
nication device such as identification information of the
roadside device 110.

[0016] The controller 113 includes an arithmetic
processing unit. The arithmetic processing unit includes,
but not limited to, a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a
System-on-a-Chip (SoC), a Micro Control Unit (MCU),
and a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The con-
troller 113 integrally controls the operation of the roadside
device 110 to realize various functions.
[0017] Specifically, the controller 113 executes an in-
struction included in the program stored in the storage
112 while referring to the data stored in the storage 112
as necessary. And, the controller 113 controls the func-
tion unit in accordance with the data and the instruction,
thereby realizing various functions. The controller 113
can also be said to be a control circuit. The controller 113
includes at least one processor to provide control and
processing capabilities to execute various functions, as
described in further detail below.
[0018] According to embodiments, the at least one
processor may be implemented as a single integrated
circuit (IC) or as a plurality of communicably coupled in-
tegrated circuits IC and/or discrete circuits. The at least
one processor can be implemented in accordance with
various known techniques.
[0019] In one embodiment, the processor includes one
or more circuits or units configured to perform one or
more data calculation procedures or processes, for ex-
ample, by executing instructions stored in an associated
memory. In other embodiments, the processor may be
firmware (for example, a discreet logic component) con-
figured to perform one or more data calculation proce-
dures or processes.
[0020] According to embodiments, the processor may
be one or more of a processor, a controller, a microproc-
essor, a microcontroller, an Application-Specific Integrat-
ed Circuit (ASIC), a digital signal processor, a program-
mable logic device, a field programmable gate array, or
any combination of the devices or configurations or com-
binations of other known devices and configurations may
be included to perform the functions described below.
[0021] The overall configuration of the smartphone 1
according to an embodiment will be described with ref-
erence to Figures 3 to 5. The smartphone 1 has a housing
20. The housing 20 has a front face 1A, a back face 1B,
and side faces 1C1 to 1C4. The front face 1A represents
the front face of the housing 20. The back face 1B rep-
resents the back face of the housing 20. The side faces
1C1 to 1C4 are side faces connecting the front face 1A
and the back face 1B. In the following, the side faces 1C1
to 1C4 may be collectively referred to as side face 1C
without indicating any particular side face. The configu-
ration of the smartphone 1 shown in Figures 3 to 5 is an
example, and may be appropriately changed within a
scope not to impair the gist of the present disclosure.
[0022] The smartphone 1 has a touch screen display
(display) 2, buttons 3A to 3C, an illuminance sensor 4, a
proximity sensor 5, a receiver 7, a microphone 8, and a
camera 12 in the front face 1A. The smartphone 1 has a
speaker 11 and a camera 13 in the back face 1B. The
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smartphone 1 has buttons 3D to 3F and a connector 14
in the side face 1C. In the following, the buttons 3A to 3F
may be collectively referred to as button 3 without indi-
cating any particular button.
[0023] The touch screen display 2 has a display 2A
and a touch screen 2B In an example of Figure 3, the
display 2A and the touch screen 2B each have a sub-
stantially rectangular shape, however, the shapes of the
display 2A and the touch screen 2B are not limited there-
to.
[0024] Each of the display 2A and the touch screen 2B
may have any shape such as a square shape or a circular
shape. In the example of Figure 3, although the display
2A and the touch screen 2B overlap each other, the po-
sitions of the display 2A and the touch screen 2B are not
limited thereto. For example, the display 2A and the touch
screen 2B may be positioned side by side or separated
from each other. Although in the example of Figure 3,
the long side of the display 2A is along the long side of
the touch screen 2B and the short side of the display 2A
is along the short side of the touch screen 2B, the over-
lapping manner of the display 2A and the touch screen
2B is not limited thereto. When the display 2A and the
touch screen 2B overlap each other, for example, one or
a plurality of sides of the display 2A may not be along
either side of the touch screen 2B.
[0025] The display 2A includes a display device such
as a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), an Organic Electro-
Luminescence Display (OELD), or an Inorganic Electro-
Luminescence Display (IELD). The display 2A displays
objects such as characters, images, symbols, graphics,
and the like.
[0026] The touch screen 2B detects contact of an op-
erator, such as a finger, a pen, a stylus pen, or the like,
with respect to the touch screen 2B. The touch screen
2B can detect a position where an operator, such as a
plurality of fingers, a pen, a stylus pen, or the like touches
the touch screen 2B. The detection method of the touch
screen 2B may include an arbitrary method such as an
electrostatic capacitance method, a resistive film meth-
od, a surface acoustic wave method (or an ultrasonic
method), an infrared method, an electromagnetic induc-
tion method, and a load detection method. In the following
description, for simplicity of explanation, it is assumed
that a user touches the touch screen 2B using a finger
in order to operate the smartphone 1.
[0027] The smartphone 1 determines operation (ges-
ture) to be performed on the touch screen 2B based on
at least one of a contact detected by the touch screen
2B, a position where a contact is detected, a change in
a position where a contact is detected, a time interval in
which a contact is detected, and a number of times a
contact is detected. Operations performed on the touch
screen 2B include, but not limited to, touch, long touch,
release, swipe, tap, double tap, long tap, drag, flick, pinch
in, and pinch out.
[0028] The functional configuration of the smartphone
1 according to an embodiment will be described with ref-

erence to Figures 6. The configuration of the smartphone
1 shown in Figure 6 is an example, and may be appro-
priately changed within a scope not to impair the gist of
the present disclosure.
[0029] The smartphone 1 includes a touch screen dis-
play 2, a button 3, an illuminance sensor 4, a proximity
sensor 5, a communication unit (information acquisition
unit, transmitter) 6, a receiver 7, a microphone 8, a stor-
age (storage) 9, a controller 10, a speaker 11, a camera
12 and a camera 13, a connector 14, an acceleration
sensor 15, a direction sensor 16, and a gyroscope 17.
[0030] The touch screen display 2 has, as described
above, a display 2A and a touch screen 2B The display
2A displays objects such as characters, images, sym-
bols, graphics, and the like. The touch screen 2B detects
contact of an operator. The touch screen 2B outputs in-
formation on the detected contact to the controller 10.
[0031] The button 3 is operated by a user. The button
3 includes buttons 3A to 3F. The controller 10 can detect
an operation on the button 3 by cooperating with the but-
ton 3. Operations on button 3 include, but not limited to,
click, double click, triple click, push, and multi push, for
example.
[0032] The buttons 3A to 3C represent, for example, a
home button, a back button or a menu button. The button
3D represents, for example, a power on-off button of the
smartphone 1. The button 3D may also serve as a
sleep/sleep-release button. For example, the buttons 3E
and 3F are configured as volume buttons.
[0033] The illuminance sensor 4 can detect the illumi-
nance of the ambient light of the smartphone 1. Illumi-
nance indicates light intensity, brightness, or luminance.
The illuminance sensor 4 is used, for example, for ad-
justing the luminance of the display 2A. The proximity
sensor 5 can detect the presence of a neighboring object
in a noncontact manner. The proximity sensor 5 detects
the presence of an object based on a change in a mag-
netic field, a change in a feedback time of a reflected
wave of an ultrasonic wave, or the like. The proximity
sensor 5 detects, for example, that the touch screen dis-
play 2 has been being approached toward the face. The
illuminance sensor 4 and the proximity sensor 5 may be
configured as one sensor. The illuminance sensor 4 may
be used as a proximity sensor.
[0034] The communication unit 6 can communicate
wirelessly. In one embodiment, the communication unit
6 has a function of at least a short-range wireless com-
munication. The communication method to be supported
by the communication unit 6 is a wireless communication
standard. The communication unit 6 supports communi-
cation standards of cellular phones such as 2G, 3G, 4G,
and 5G. The cellular phone communication standards
include, for example, LTE, W-CDMA, CDMA 2000, PDC,
GSM (registered trademark) and PHS. The communica-
tion unit 6 may support wireless communication stand-
ards including WiMAX, IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth (regis-
tered trademark), IrDA, NFC, and the like, for example.
The communication unit 6 may support one or more of
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the communication standards described above.
[0035] The communication unit 6 may support wired
communication. The wired communication includes, for
example, Ethernet (registered trademark), fiber channel,
and so forth.
[0036] In one embodiment, the communication unit 6
supports a communication standard for enabling com-
munication with the roadside device 110 arranged by the
road. For example, the smartphone 1 acquires informa-
tion on the roadside device 110 by communicating with
the roadside device 110 via the communication unit 6. In
one embodiment, the communication unit 6 may support
a communication standard for enabling communication
with a communication device mounted on a vehicle. For
example, the smartphone 1 acquires information on the
vehicle by communicating with the vehicle via the com-
munication unit 6.
[0037] The receiver 7 and the speaker 11 are config-
ured as sound output units. The receiver 7 and the speak-
er 11 can output a sound signal transmitted from the con-
troller 10 as a sound. The receiver 7 is used, for example,
to output the sound of the opposite party during a call.
The speaker 11 is used, for example, to output the sound
of the ringtone and a piece of music. Either the receiver
7 or the speaker 11 may also serve as the function of the
other.
[0038] The microphone 8 is configured as a sound in-
put unit. The microphone 8 can convert the voice or the
like of the user into a sound signal and transmit it to the
controller 10.
[0039] The acceleration sensor 15 can detect informa-
tion indicating the direction and magnitude of the accel-
eration acting on the smartphone 1. The direction sensor
16 can detect information indicating the direction of the
terrestrial magnetism. The gyroscope 17 can detect in-
formation on the angle and angular velocity of the smart-
phone 1. The detection results of the acceleration sensor
15, the direction sensor 16 and the gyroscope 17 are
used in combination, for example, in order to detect
changes in the position and the posture of the smart-
phone 1.
[0040] In an example shown in Figure 6, the smart-
phone 1 has three types of sensors for detecting the po-
sition and the posture, however, the smartphone 1 may
not include some sensors among the three sensors. Al-
ternatively, the smartphone 1 may include other types of
sensors for detecting at least one of the position and the
posture.
[0041] Controlling the other components of the smart-
phone 1 enables the controller 10 to integrally manage
the operation of the smartphone 1. The controller 10 can
also be said to be a control circuit. The controller 10 in-
cludes at least one processor to provide control and
processing capabilities to execute various functions, as
described in further detail below.
[0042] According to embodiments, the at least one
processor may be implemented as a single integrated
circuit (IC) or as a plurality of communicably coupled in-

tegrated circuits IC and/or discrete circuits. The at least
one processor can be implemented in accordance with
various known techniques.
[0043] In one embodiment, the processor includes one
or more circuits or units configured to perform one or
more data calculation procedures or processes, for ex-
ample, by executing instructions stored in an associated
memory. In other embodiments, the processor may be
firmware (for example, a discreet logic component) con-
figured to perform one or more data calculation proce-
dures or processes.
[0044] According to embodiments, the processor may
be one or more of a processor, a controller, a microproc-
essor, a microcontroller, an Application-Specific Integrat-
ed Circuit (ASIC), a digital signal processor, a program-
mable logic device, a field programmable gate array, or
any combination of the devices or configurations or com-
binations of other known devices and configurations may
be included to perform the functions described below.
[0045] The storage 9 stores programs and data. The
storage 9 is also used as a work area for temporarily
storing the processing result of the controller 10. The
storage 9 may include any non-transitory storage medi-
um such as a semiconductor storage medium and a mag-
netic storage medium. The storage 9 may include a plu-
rality of types of storage media. The storage 9 may in-
clude a combination of a portable storage medium such
as a memory card, an optical disk, or a magneto-optical
disk and a reading device of a storage medium. The stor-
age 9 may include a storage device used as a temporary
storage area such as a RAM.
[0046] Part or all of the programs and data stored in
the storage 9 may be downloaded from another device
by communication by the communication unit 6. Part or
all of the programs and data stored in the storage 9 may
be stored in a non-transitory storage medium readable
by a reading device included in the storage 9. Part or all
of the programs and data stored in the storage 9 may be
stored in a non-transitory storage medium readable by a
reading device connected to the connector (not illustrat-
ed).
[0047] The program to be stored in the storage 9 in-
cludes an application program (hereinafter referred to as
an application) executed in the foreground or the back-
ground and a control program for supporting the opera-
tion of the application. The application causes the con-
troller 10 to execute, for example, a process of displaying
a screen on the display 2A and a process corresponding
to a gesture detected via the touch screen 2B. The control
program includes, for example, an Operating System
(OS).
[0048] The storage 9 stores, for example, a control pro-
gram 9A, a mail application 9B, a movement history dis-
play application 9C, roadside device position data 9D,
map data 9E, movement state data 9F, movement history
data 9G, and setting data 9Z.
[0049] The mail application 9B provides an e-mail func-
tion for creating, sending, receiving, displaying, etc. the
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e-mail.
[0050] The movement history display application 9C
provides a function of displaying a movement history
(movement log) of a user carrying the smartphone 1
(hereinafter simply referred to as a user). By executing
the movement history display application 9C, the control-
ler 10 executes the operation described below.
[0051] The controller 10 causes the touch screen dis-
play 2 to display the movement history of the user in
chronological order. Alternatively, the controller 10 may
cause the touch screen display 2 to display the movement
history of the user on the map. The controller 10 may
also cause the touch screen display 2 to display, for ex-
ample, a line connecting position information of the
smartphone 1 along a time series on the map as a move-
ment route. Alternatively, if the position information of the
smartphone 1 satisfies the predetermined condition, the
controller 10 may cause the touch screen display 2 to
display the position information of the smartphone 1 that
satisfies the predetermined condition in a manner differ-
ent from the other position information of the smartphone
1. Here, for example, the controller 10 may determine
that the predetermined condition is satisfied if the position
information of the smartphone 1 is out of a predetermined
range, so that the user is determined to be in an unusual
place. In this case, as the predetermined range, a range
in which the user usually acts is adopted. Alternatively,
the controller 10 may determine that the predetermined
condition is satisfied, for example, if the position informa-
tion is within a predetermined range, so that the user is
passing through a road with a high traffic volume or a
high degree of danger. In this case, as the predetermined
range, a road with a large traffic volume or a road with
many accidents is adoptable.
[0052] In the roadside device position data 9D, the
identification information of the roadside device 110 and
the position information are previously stored in associ-
ation with each other. More specifically, for each identi-
fication information of the roadside device 110, the road-
side device position data 9D stores the installation posi-
tion of the roadside device 110 as position information
indicated by latitude and longitude.
[0053] The map data 9E stores map information.
[0054] The movement state data 9F includes informa-
tion used for estimating the movement state of the user.
The movement state data 9F stores a correspondence
relationship between the detection result of the sensor
and the movement state detected in advance by a test,
a simulation, and so forth. In one embodiment, the move-
ment state data 9F stores reference data for determining
whether or not the user is walking.
[0055] The movement history data 9G stores the po-
sition information of the smartphone 1 at the time of ac-
quiring information from the roadside device 110 and the
movement state of the user along with the time (including
date) when the information is acquired from the roadside
device 110.
[0056] The setting data 9Z includes information on var-

ious settings related to the operation of the smartphone
1. The setting data 9Z stores the usual action range of
the user as a range indicated by, for example, latitude
and longitude. The setting data 9Z stores transmission
destination information of a transmission destination of
the user’s position information. In one embodiment, the
transmission destination information includes, for exam-
ple, a mail address of an offspring of an elderly person
when the user of the smartphone 1 is an elderly person,
and a mail address of a parent of a small child when the
user of the smartphone 1 is a small child.
[0057] The control program 9A provides functions re-
lated to various controls for operating the smartphone 1.
The control program 9A provides a function of realizing
a call by, for example, controlling the communication unit
6, the receiver 7, the microphone 8, and so forth. The
function provided by the control program 9A includes a
function of controlling information to be displayed on the
display 2A. The functions provided by the control pro-
gram 9A include a function of performing various controls
such as changing information displayed on the display
2A according to an operation detected via the touch
screen 2B. The functions provided by the control program
9A may be used in combination with functions provided
by other programs such as the mail application 9B.
[0058] The controller 10 configured to execute the con-
trol program 9A can perform the following operations.
The controller 10 determines the movement state of the
user. The movement state includes a stopped state in
which the user is stopped, a walking state in which the
user is walking, a running state in which the user is run-
ning, and a riding state in which the user is riding in the
automobile or the train. The controller 10 measures vi-
bration and movement acting on the smartphone 1 based
on the direction and magnitude of the acceleration ac-
quired from the acceleration sensor 15. The controller 10
refers to the movement state data 9F and determines the
movement state from the measurement results of vibra-
tion and movement. As a substitute for or as a supple-
ment for the acceleration sensor 15, the controller 10
may determine the movement state by using at least one
of the direction sensor 16, the gyroscope 17, the micro-
phone 8, the camera 12, and the camera 13.
[0059] By executing the control program 9A, the con-
troller 10 acquires the position information of the roadside
device 110 from the roadside device position data 9D
based on the information acquired from the roadside de-
vice 110, and can store the movement history data 9G
in the storage 9, which includes the position information
of the roadside device 100 as the position information of
the smartphone 1 at the time of acquiring information
from the roadside device 110.
[0060] By executing the control program 9A, the con-
troller 10 can cause the communication unit 6 to transmit
the position information of the smartphone 1 to the trans-
mission destination corresponding to the transmission
destination information if the position information of the
smartphone 1 satisfies the predetermined condition.
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[0061] The controller 10 includes an arithmetic
processing unit. The arithmetic processing unit includes,
but not limited to, for example, a CPU, a SoC, an MCU,
and an FPGA. The controller 10 integrally controls the
operation of the smartphone 1 to realize various func-
tions.
[0062] Specifically, the controller 10 executes an in-
struction included in the program stored in the storage 9
while referring to the data stored in the storage 9 as nec-
essary. And, the controller 10 controls the function unit
in accordance with the data and the instruction, thereby
realizing various functions. The function unit may include,
but not limited to, at least one of the display 2A, the com-
munication unit 6, the receiver 7, and the speaker 11, for
example. The controller 10 may change the control in
accordance with the detection result of the detection unit.
The detection unit may include, but not limited to, for ex-
ample, at least one of the touch screen 2B, the button 3,
the illuminance sensor 4, the proximity sensor 5, the mi-
crophone 8, the camera 12, the camera 13, the acceler-
ation sensor 15, the direction sensor 16 and the gyro-
scope 17.
[0063] The controller 10 detects an operation on the
smartphone 1. Specifically, the controller 10 cooperates
with the touch screen 2B to detect an operation on the
touch screen 2B (touch screen display 2).
[0064] For example, the controller 10 executes various
controls such as changing information displayed on the
display 2A according to an operation detected via the
touch screen 2B, by executing the control program 9A.
[0065] The camera 12 is a front camera that photo-
graphs an object facing the front face 1A.
The camera 13 is a rear camera that photographs an
object facing the back face 1B.
[0066] The connector 14 is a terminal to which another
device is connected. The connector 14 may be a general-
purpose terminal such as Universal Serial Bus (USB),
High-Definition Multimedia Interface (registered trade-
mark) (HDMI), Light Peak (Thunderbolt (registered trade-
mark)), earphone microphone connector. The connector
14 may be a dedicated terminal such as a Dock connec-
tor. Devices connected to the connector 14 include, but
not limited to, an external storage, a speaker, and a com-
munication device, for example.
[0067] Next, with reference to Figure 7, a control meth-
od of the smartphone 1 and the action thereof will be
described.
[0068] The smartphone 1 can execute the processing
procedure shown in Figure 7 by the controller 10 execut-
ing the control program 9A stored in the storage 9. Also,
the controller 10 may execute processing procedure of
other functions in parallel with the processing procedure
shown in Figure 7.
[0069] The controller 10 acquires information from the
roadside device 110 (step S11). More specifically, if the
distance between the smartphone 1 and the roadside
device 110 is equal to or less than a predetermined dis-
tance, the controller 10 receives the information that the

roadside device 110 wirelessly outputs via the commu-
nication unit 6. In other words, if the controller 10 detects
the communicable roadside device 110 based on the
sensor detection result, the controller 10 receives the in-
formation that the roadside device 110 wirelessly trans-
mits. Communicable indicates that a signal capable of
transmitting and receiving data arrives. The controller 10
may determine whether or not the distance between the
smartphone 1 and the roadside device 110 is equal to or
less than a predetermined distance, based on whether
or not the received signal strength of the wireless signal
output by the roadside device 110 is equal to or greater
than a predetermined value, for example. Specifically,
the controller 10 determines that the distance between
the smartphone 1 and the roadside device 110 is equal
to or less than the predetermined distance if the received
signal strength of the radio reception wireless signal out-
put from the roadside device 110 is equal to or greater
than a predetermined value.
[0070] The controller 10 acquires position information
(step S12). More specifically, from the roadside device
position data 9D, the controller 10 acquires position in-
formation corresponding to the identification information
of the roadside device 110 included in the acquired in-
formation.
[0071] The controller 10 acquires the movement state
of the user (step S13). More specifically, the controller
10 measures vibration and movement acting on the
smartphone 1 based on the direction and magnitude of
the acceleration acquired from the acceleration sensor
15. And, the controller 10 refers to the movement state
data 9F and determines the movement state from the
measurement results of vibration and movement.
[0072] The controller 10 stores the position information
(step S14). More specifically, the controller 10 stores, as
the movement history data 9G, the time when the infor-
mation is acquired from the roadside device 110, the po-
sition information acquired in step S12, and the move-
ment state determined in step S13.
[0073] The controller 10 determines whether or not the
predetermined condition is satisfied (step S15). More
specifically, for example, if the position information ac-
quired in step S12 deviates from the usual action range
that is a predetermined range registered in advance, Yes
is determined in step S15. Information indicating this ac-
tion range is included in the setting data 9D.
[0074] Alternatively, if the position information indi-
cates to be located on the dangerous road, the controller
10 may determine Yes in step S15. As a dangerous road,
for example, a road with a large traffic volume can be
adopted. For example, if the information acquired in step
S11 includes road information indicating that the traffic
volume is high, Yes may be determined in step S15.
Whether the traffic volume is high may be determined
based on whether the traffic volume included in the road
information is equal to or higher than a predetermined
amount or whether the road is congested from conges-
tion information included in the road information.
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[0075] If determining that the predetermined condition
is satisfied (Yes in step S15), the controller 10 transmits
the position information (step S16). More specifically, the
controller 10 transmits the position information of the
smartphone 1 (the user carrying the self-device) to the
transmission destination indicated by the transmission
destination information registered in advance with the
mail application 9B or the like. The controller 10 may
convert the position information into character informa-
tion such as an address specified by latitude and longi-
tude based on the map data 9E, character information
such as a road name and intersection name, an image
of map information indicating a point specified by latitude
and longitude based on the map data 9E, or a Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) indicating the storage position
of the map information, and transmit the converted posi-
tion information.
[0076] If the controller 10 determines that the prede-
termined condition is not satisfied (No in step S15), the
controller 10 ends the process.
[0077] The smartphone 1 can implement the function
of displaying the movement history by executing the
movement history display application 9C stored in the
storage 9 by the controller 10.
[0078] More specifically, upon activation of the move-
ment history display application 9C, the controller 10
causes the touch screen display 2 to display the position
information of the user along with the time and movement
state based on the movement history data 9G stored in
the storage 9. For example, as shown in Figure 8, the
controller 10 displays the movement history data 9G in
chronological order.
[0079] As the user moves on the road, the smartphone
1 sequentially communicates with a plurality of roadside
devices 110 provided along the road. For example, as
the user moves on the road and the user enters a first
communicable range of a first roadside device 110 at the
time t1, the smartphone 1 acquires an installation position
of the first roadside device 110 as the position of the user,
as described above. During a period in which the user is
within the first communicable range, the smartphone 1
may continue to acquire the installation position of the
first roadside device 110 as the position of the user. When
the user leaves the first communicable range at the time
t [m], the smartphone 1 cannot communicate with the
first roadside device 110, so acquisition of the position
information of the user based on the first roadside device
110 is not performed. And, as the user further moves on
the road and enters a second communicable range of
the second roadside device 110 at the time t [m+n], the
smartphone 1 acquires an installation position of a sec-
ond roadside device 110 as the position of the user. Dur-
ing a period in which the user is within the second com-
municable range, the smartphone 1 may continue to ac-
quire the installation position of the second roadside de-
vice 110 as the position of the user. When the user leaves
the second communicable range at the time t [m+n+p],
the smartphone 1 cannot communicate with the second

roadside device 110, so acquisition of the position infor-
mation of the user based on the second roadside device
110 is not performed.
[0080] In this case, in the movement history data 9G,
for example, the installation position of the first roadside
device 110 is included at each of the times t [1] to t [m],
and the installation position of the second roadside de-
vice 110 is included at each of the times t [m+n] to t
[m+n+p] as the position of the user.
[0081] Thereafter, every time the user enters the com-
municable range of another roadside device 110, the po-
sition information of the user is added to the movement
history data 9G along with the time.
[0082] In an example of Figure 8, a plurality of times
are shown aligned along in the vertical direction on the
left side in the screen of the touch screen display 2, and
in the right side region of the time region, rectangular
blocks having two different types of widths are shown.
For example, a wide block indicates a period in which
the user is located within the wireless communication
range of the roadside device 110, and a narrow block
indicates a period in which the user is located outside
the wireless communication ranges of all the roadside
devices 110. Each time is shown at a position corre-
sponding to each of the upper side and the lower side of
a wide block. For example, Figure 8 shows a wide block
in which the time "14:23" and the time "14:25" are ap-
pended corresponding to the upper side and the lower
side, respectively. The block indicates that the user has
entered the communicable range of the roadside device
110 at the time "14:23" and at the time "14:25" that the
user has gone out of the communicable range of the road-
side device 110. As described above, it can be said that
the block of Figure 8 indicates the position information
of the user.
[0083] Further, in Figure 8, the position information of
the corresponding roadside device 110 is displayed as
"A" to "E", respectively, adjacent to the corresponding
wide rectangular blocks. "A "to" E "may be, for example,
an address or an intersection name where the roadside
devices 110 are located, respectively, and so forth. Also,
the denotation "A" to "E" of the position information may
be shown inside the corresponding wide rectangular
blocks. Alternatively, the controller 10 does not display
"A" to "E" in Figure 8, and if the touch screen 2B detects
an operation on the wide block, the position information
corresponding to the wide block to which the operation
is performed may be displayed.
[0084] The controller 10 may cause the position infor-
mation 201 determined to satisfy the predetermined con-
dition in step S15 to be displayed in a manner different
from other position information that is not determined to
satisfy the predetermined condition. In Figure 8, the po-
sition information 201 determined to satisfy the predeter-
mined condition is displayed while, for example, chang-
ing the color or blinking with other position information
not determined to satisfy the predetermined condition.
[0085] In this case, the controller 10 stores the infor-
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mation of the determination result as to whether or not
the predetermined condition is satisfied in the movement
history data 9G and stores thereof in the storage 112. As
a specific operation, if the controller 10 receives the in-
formation from the roadside device 110, the controller 10
acquires the position information of the roadside device
110 based on the information, and determines whether
or not the predetermined condition is satisfied based on
the information. And, the controller 10 associates the
time, the position information, and the determination re-
sult with each other in the movement history data 9G,
and stores the movement history data 9G in the storage
112. The controller 10 causes the touch screen display
2 to display the position information in a manner accord-
ing to the determination result included in the movement
history data 9G.
[0086] Then, if the controller 10 detects that the user
has performed the operation of selecting the position in-
formation 201 satisfying the predetermined condition on
the touch screen 2B, as shown in Figure 9, the controller
10 displays the position information 201 satisfying the
predetermined condition on the map.
[0087] According to above embodiments, the smart-
phone 1 can acquire the position information of the smart-
phone 1 at the time of acquiring information from the road-
side device 110 based on the information acquired from
the roadside device 110. Therefore, the smartphone 1
can suppress the power consumption as compared with
the case where the position information is acquired by a
signal receiver of a positioning satellite such as a GPS
receiver. That is, unlike the embodiments, for example,
when the portable electronic device (smartphone 1) fre-
quently acquires the position information by the GPS re-
ceiver in order to confirm the position of the self-device,
the power consumption of the portable electronic device
becomes large. On the other hand, in the embodiments,
the position information (predetermined position informa-
tion) of the roadside device 110 is adopted as the position
information of the smartphone 1 based on the information
acquired from the roadside device 110. Therefore, the
position information of the smartphone 1 is readily ac-
quired and the power consumption is suppressed.
[0088] Moreover, a plurality of roadside devices 110
are regularly arranged along roads, intersections, and
the like. Therefore, by acquiring the position information
of the smartphone 1 based on the information acquired
from the roadside device 110, the traveling route of the
user moving on the road can be accurately acquired.
Therefore, according to the embodiments, the smart-
phone 1 can acquire the position information of the smart-
phone 1 with high accuracy as well as the case where
the position information is acquired by a signal receiver
of a positioning satellite such as a GPS receiver.
[0089] Meanwhile, for example, the case where the po-
sition information of the smartphone 1 is acquired based
on the information received from the public wireless LAN
will be described. While many public wireless LANs are
installed in urban areas, many places are not installed in

residential areas. Therefore, for example, when moving
in a residential area, possibilities are that information can-
not be received from the public wireless LAN and position
information of the smartphone 1 cannot be acquired.
Thus, for example, when acquiring the position informa-
tion of the smartphone 1 based on the information re-
ceived from the public wireless LAN, possibilities are that
the position information of the smartphone 1 may not be
acquired depending on the location, depending on the
installation condition of the public wireless LAN. Howev-
er, according to the embodiments, the smartphone 1 ac-
quires the position information of the smartphone 1 based
on the information from the roadside device 110 regularly
arranged along the road or at an intersection or the like,
therefore the position of the smartphone 1 can be ac-
quired more accurately.
[0090] The smartphone 1 can acquire the road infor-
mation of the traveling route along with the identification
information from the roadside device 110. Accordingly,
based on the road information acquired from the roadside
device 110, for example, the smartphone 1 determines
a state where the user carrying the self-device is passing
through a road with a high traffic volume, a high degree
of danger, or staying in the unusual action range, and
can transmit the position information to the previously
registered destination. As a result, the smartphone 1 de-
termines, for example, that an elderly person or a small
child is traveling on a road with a high degree of danger
or is staying in the unusual action range, and can notify
a parent and so forth. The parent who received the noti-
fication can warn the elderly person or the small child as
necessary.
[0091] The controller 10 of the smartphone 1 deter-
mines that the position information 201 that is determined
that the user is passing through a road with a high degree
of danger or is staying in the unusual place is displayed
in a manner different from the other position information.
As a result, the smartphone 1 displays whether the user
is not passing through a high-risk road or not passing
through the unusual place in an easy-to-see manner.
[0092] Embodiments disclosed in the application can
be modified without departing from the spirit and scope
of the invention. Further, embodiments disclosed in the
application and modifications thereof can be appropri-
ately combined. For example, the above embodiments
may be modified as follows.
[0093] For example, each program shown in Figure 6
may be divided into a plurality of modules, or may be
combined with other programs.
[0094] Although a smartphone has been described as
an example of a portable electronic device, the device
according to the appended claims is not limited to a
smartphone. The device according to the appended
claims may be a portable electronic device other than a
smartphone. Mobile electronic devices include, but not
limited to, mobile phones, tablets, portable personal com-
puters, digital cameras, media players, electronic book
readers, navigators, and game consoles, for example.
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[0095] The storage 9 may store the identification infor-
mation of the roadside device 110 located within the ac-
tion range as the usual action range of the user. In other
words, the identification information of the roadside de-
vice 110 existing within the range in which the user usu-
ally acts is stored in the storage 9.
[0096] If the controller 10 determines that the identifi-
cation information of the roadside device 110 from which
the information is acquired does not coincide with any of
the identification information stored in the storage 9, the
controller 10 determines that the user has deviated from
the usual action range. In this case, the controller 10
transmits the position information and the fact that the
user has deviated from the usual action range to the
transmission destination stored in the storage 9 by the
mail application 9B or the like. In this way, the protector
or the supervisor of the destination can watch over the
user more reliably. If the user deviates from the usual
action range, the smartphone 1 can immediately notify
the transmission destination, so that the parent or guard-
ian of the transmission destination or the like can watch
the user more reliably.
[0097] In an example of Figure 6, although the smart-
phone 1 transmits the position information if the prede-
termined condition is satisfied, the position information
may be transmitted regardless of whether or not the pre-
determined condition is satisfied.
[0098] Although the roadside device 110 transmits in-
formation including the identification information of the
self-device and not including the position information in-
dicated by the latitude and longitude of the self-device,
the roadside device 110 may also transmit information
including the position information of the self-device. In
this case, the smartphone 1 may store, in the storage 9,
the position information acquired from the roadside de-
vice 110.
[0099] Embodiments have been described for clearly
disclosing portable electronic devices. However, the
portable electronic device should not be limited to the
above-described embodiments, and should be config-
ured to embody the configuration in which all modifica-
tions and alternatives that can be created by those skilled
in the art within the scope of the basic matter described
in the specification are applicable.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE SIGNS

[0100]

1 smartphone (portable electronic device)
2 touch screen display (display)
2A display
2B touch screen
6 communication unit (information acquisition unit,

transmission unit)
9 storage
9A control program
9B mail application

9C movement history display application
9D roadside device position data
9E map data
9F movement state data
9G movement history data
9Z setting data
10 controller
100 control system
110 roadside device
111 communication unit
112 storage
113 controller

Claims

1. A portable electronic device, comprising:

an information acquisition unit configured to ac-
quire information from a roadside device;
a storage; and
a controller configured to acquire position infor-
mation of the roadside device based on the in-
formation acquired by the information acquisi-
tion unit, and cause the storage to store the ac-
quired position information of the road side de-
vice as position information of the portable elec-
tronic device at a time of acquiring the informa-
tion.

2. The portable electronic device according to claim 1,
wherein
the controller is configured to acquire position infor-
mation indicating an installation position of the road-
side device as the position information of the road-
side device.

3. The portable electronic device according to claim 1
or 2, further comprising
a display, wherein
the controller is configured to display the position
information of the portable electronic device on the
display in chronological order.

4. The portable electronic device according to claim 1
or 2, further comprising
a display, wherein
the controller is configured to cause the display to
display a map, and cause the display to display the
position information of the portable electronic device
on the map.

5. The portable electronic device according to claim 3
or 4, wherein,
when the position information of the portable elec-
tronic device satisfies a predetermined condition, the
controller is configured to cause the display to dis-
play the position information of the portable electron-
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ic device satisfying the predetermined condition in a
manner different from an other position information
of the portable electronic device.

6. The portable electronic device according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, further comprising
a transmitter,
wherein the storage is configured to store transmis-
sion destination information related to a transmission
destination, and
wherein the controller is configured to cause the
transmitter to transmit the position information of the
portable electronic device to the transmission desti-
nation corresponding to the transmission destination
information.

7. The portable electronic device according to claim 6,
wherein,
when the position information of the portable elec-
tronic device satisfies a predetermined condition, the
controller is configured to cause the transmitter to
transmit the position information of the portable elec-
tronic device satisfying the predetermined condition
to the transmission destination corresponding to the
transmission destination information.

8. The portable electronic device according to claim 5
or 7, wherein,
when the controller determines that the position in-
formation of the portable electronic device is out of
a predetermined range, or that the position informa-
tion of the portable electronic device indicates to be
located on a dangerous road, the controller is con-
figured to determine that the predetermined condi-
tion is satisfied.

9. A method of controlling a portable electronic device
for controlling the portable electronic device includ-
ing a storage, the method comprising the steps of:

acquiring information from a roadside device;
acquiring position information of the roadside
device based on the acquired information; and
causing the storage to store the acquired posi-
tion information of the road side device as posi-
tion information of the portable electronic device
at a time of acquiring the information.

10. A control program for portable electronic device, the
program controlling the portable electronic device in-
cluding a storage to execute the steps of;
acquiring information from a roadside device;
acquiring position information of the roadside device
based on the acquired information; and
causing the storage to store the acquired position
information of the road side device as position infor-
mation of the portable electronic device at a time of
acquiring the information.
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